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Abstract

Chromosome congression and segregation in C. elegans oocytes depend on a complex of

conserved proteins that forms a ring around the center of each bivalent during prometa-

phase; these complexes are then removed from chromosomes at anaphase onset and dis-

assemble as anaphase proceeds. Here, we uncover mechanisms underlying the dynamic

regulation of these ring complexes (RCs), revealing a strategy by which protein complexes

can be progressively remodeled during cellular processes. We find that the assembly, main-

tenance, and stability of RCs is regulated by a balance between SUMO conjugating and

deconjugating activity. During prometaphase, the SUMO protease ULP-1 is targeted to the

RCs but is counteracted by SUMO E2/E3 enzymes; then in early anaphase the E2/E3

enzymes are removed, enabling ULP-1 to trigger RC disassembly and completion of the

meiotic divisions. Moreover, we found that SUMO regulation is essential to properly connect

the RCs to the chromosomes and then also to fully release them in anaphase. Altogether,

our work demonstrates that dynamic remodeling of SUMO modifications facilitates key mei-

otic events and highlights how competition between conjugation and deconjugation activity

can modulate SUMO homeostasis, protein complex stability, and ultimately, progressive

processes such as cell division.

Author summary

Most cells have two sets of chromosomes, one from each parent. Meiosis is a specialized

form of cell division where chromosomes are duplicated once and segregated twice, in

order to generate eggs (oocytes) or sperm with only one copy of every chromosome. This

is necessary so that fertilization will produce an embryo that once again contains two

complete copies of the genome. Using C. elegans as a model system, we have uncovered

regulatory mechanisms important for the fidelity of these meiotic divisions. C. elegans
oocytes use a kinetochore-independent chromosome segregation mechanism that relies

on a large protein complex that localizes to the chromosomes. These protein complexes

facilitate chromosome congression during metaphase and then are released from chromo-

somes in anaphase and progressively disassemble as the chromosomes segregate. We find

that the stability and disassembly of these complexes is regulated by a protein modification
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called SUMO and by competition between enzymes that localize to the protein complex

to either add or remove SUMO modifications. These findings provide insight into the

mechanisms by which SUMO and SUMO enzymes regulate progression through cell divi-

sion and illustrate a general strategy by which large protein complexes can be rapidly

assembled and disassembled during dynamic cellular processes.

Introduction

Meiosis is a specialized form of cell division where chromosomes are duplicated once and seg-

regated twice, in order to reduce the chromosome number by half to generate haploid gametes.

In contrast to mitosis, oocyte meiosis in many species occurs in the absence of centrosomes,

the microtubule organizing centers that nucleate microtubules and help to define the spindle

poles. The mechanisms by which chromosomes congress and ultimately segregate on these

unique acentrosomal spindles are not well understood.

C. elegans oocytes utilize mechanisms for chromosome congression and segregation that

are distinct from those used in mitosis. In these cells, end-on kinetochore-microtubule attach-

ments are not apparent, and instead microtubules associate laterally with the chromosomes

[1]. Additionally, segregation is kinetochore-independent, as kinetochores are normally disas-

sembled during early anaphase, and kinetochore depletion does not affect chromosome segre-

gation rates [2]. Although the exact mechanism driving chromosome segregation remains

controversial, it is clear that both congression and segregation depend upon a large protein

complex that forms a ring around the center of each bivalent in Meiosis I (MI) and around the

sister chromatid interface in Meiosis II (MII). These ring complexes (RCs) are comprised of a

number of conserved cell division proteins, including the Chromosome Passenger Complex/

CPC (containing AIR-2/Aurora B kinase, ICP-1, CSC-1, and BIR-1), the kinesin-4 family

motor KLP-19 [1], and the kinase BUB-1 [2]. During prometaphase, KLP-19 provides chro-

mosomes with a plus-end directed force that is thought to facilitate congression to the meta-

phase plate [1]. Then in anaphase, separase (SEP-1) is targeted to the RCs to cleave cohesin [3],

and the RCs are released and left at the center of the spindle as the chromosomes segregate [2,

3]. Depletion of some individual RC components and/or preventing the assembly of the com-

plex as a whole results in severe chromosome segregation defects [1–11], demonstrating the

importance of this complex during meiosis. Therefore, understanding how the RC assembles

and is regulated will provide valuable insights into how chromosomes are accurately parti-

tioned in oocytes.

Although the individual contribution of each RC protein to the overall functions of the

complex is not fully understood, previous studies have revealed some of the principles underly-

ing RC assembly. Initial work demonstrated that certain components are required for others

to load, with the CPC required for the proper localization of all other known RC components

[1, 2, 12]. Moreover, a recent study showed that the small ubiquitin-like modifier SUMO, a

reversible post-translational modification, regulates RC assembly [4]. In C. elegans, there is

one SUMO ortholog (SMO-1, hereafter referred to as SUMO) that can be conjugated to target

proteins by the hierarchical actions of an E1 activating enzyme, an E2 conjugating enzyme

(UBC-9), and SUMO-specific E3 ligases [13]. Evidence supporting a role for SUMO in RC

assembly includes the demonstration that: 1) SUMO, UBC-9, and GEI-17 (a PIAS family E3

ligase) localize to the RC, 2) RC assembly is GEI-17 dependent, 3) RC components AIR-2 and

KLP-19 can be SUMOylated in vitro, and 4) other RC components such as BUB-1 have SUMO

interaction motifs (SIMs) and can interact with SUMOylated proteins [4, 14]. These findings

SUMO-mediated regulation of anaphase progression in oocytes
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support the view that a network of SUMO-SIM interactions between RC proteins drives the

assembly of the complex. However, much still remains to be discovered about how SUMO

contributes to RC organization and function.

Importantly, the mechanisms driving RC disassembly in anaphase are even less understood.

Normally, AIR-2/Aurora B leaves the RCs soon after their release from chromosomes in early

anaphase and relocalizes to the microtubules [6, 11]. At the same time, the released RCs appear

to lose structural integrity, since they flatten by mid anaphase and then are absent by late ana-

phase [2, 3]. However, we recently discovered that AIR-2 relocalization to microtubules and

RC disassembly are delayed in the presence of a variety of meiotic errors, demonstrating that

these processes are regulated. We also found that when the RCs remained intact, anaphase

spindle morphology was altered in a manner that could potentially increase the fidelity of

chromosome segregation [15]. Therefore, control of RC disassembly is a central feature of ana-

phase progression, making it important to understand.

Here, we provide the first detailed description of RC disassembly in C. elegans oocytes and

show that this process and other critical anaphase events rely on the dynamic remodeling of

SUMO modifications. We found that SUMO promotes the stability of the RC and that RC dis-

assembly is dependent on targeting the SUMO protease ULP-1 to the structures, suggesting

that ULP-1 could promote RC disassembly upon removal of the E2/E3 enzymes in early ana-

phase. Moreover, we found that ULP-1 is active prior to anaphase and regulates aspects of RC

assembly and maintenance independent of the known role for this family of proteases in

SUMO maturation. Our findings therefore demonstrate that dynamic SUMO remodeling is

required for key events that facilitate anaphase progression during oocyte meiosis and also

demonstrate that a balance between SUMO E2/E3 enzyme and ULP-1 protease activity can

regulate the SUMOylation status and thus the stability of essential protein complexes.

Results

RC disassembly in anaphase is a step-wise process

Since SUMO is RC-associated and is required for RC assembly [4], we reasoned that SUMO

removal might be required for the disassembly of these complexes in anaphase. Consistent

with this hypothesis, previous imaging demonstrated that SUMO leaves the RCs sometime in

anaphase, relocalizing across the spindle by late anaphase [4]. However, precisely when SUMO

leaves the RCs was not addressed. Therefore, we set out to carefully assess SUMO localization

in relation to other RC components (Fig 1A and 1B). As shown previously, we found that

SUMO is present on the RCs after nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD) and by late anaphase

had relocalized to spindle microtubules. Because a similar localization pattern is exhibited by

AIR-2 [11], an RC component previously suggested to be SUMO-modified [4], we compared

the behavior of these two proteins. Notably, the localization of these proteins differed in mid

anaphase, with SUMO maintaining robust RC localization after AIR-2 relocalized to microtu-

bules (Fig 1A, row 4), demonstrating that proteins other than AIR-2 are likely SUMOylated at

this stage. Notably, in early anaphase spindles where a small population of AIR-2 had reloca-

lized to microtubules, we saw that the microtubule-associated population of AIR-2 was not

colocalized with SUMO (Fig 1A, row 3). These results suggest that if AIR-2 is SUMOylated

when it is in the RC, this modification is either removed before AIR-2 relocalizes to microtu-

bules or is undetectable in this small population.

We also found that SUMO persisted in the RCs longer than separase/SEP-1 (Fig 1B, row 2),

demonstrating that RC components leave the complex at different times and suggesting that the

disassembly of these structures is a sequential process. In addition, we confirmed that UBC-9

(SUMO E2) and GEI-17 (SUMO E3) localize to the RCs as they form (Fig 1C, rows 1–2) [4],

SUMO-mediated regulation of anaphase progression in oocytes
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Fig 1. SUMO and SUMO E2/E3 enzymes leave the RCs during anaphase. (A) Localization of SUMO (red) from spindle formation through late anaphase, compared to

AIR-2 (green, column 4), DNA (blue), and tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5). SUMO becomes RC associated after NEBD, but leaves the RCs by late anaphase, relocalizing

to the microtubules; SUMO remains RC-associated later into anaphase than AIR-2. (B) SUMO (red), compared to SEP-1 (green, column 4), DNA (blue), and tubulin

(green, column 1) throughout anaphase. SUMO remains RC-associated after SEP-1 leaves. (C) Localization of UBC-9 (SUMO E2) (red, left panel) or GEI-17 (SUMO E3)

(red, right panel) from spindle formation through late anaphase, compared to AIR-2 (green, column 4), DNA (blue), and tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5). UBC-9 and

GEI-17 localize to the RCs during spindle assembly and then begin to leave these structures in early anaphase. Bar = 2.5μm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007626.g001
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and we observed that they remain associated with these complexes until early anaphase (Fig 1C,

row 3). However, in spindles where AIR-2 had relocalized from the RCs to the microtubules

(the stage at which the RCs are flattening and disassembling), the E2/E3 enzymes appeared dif-

fuse across the spindle (Fig 1C, rows 4–5). These findings demonstrate that UBC-9 and GEI-17

removal from the RCs occurs around the time that the RCs lose structural integrity, consistent

with the view that altering the SUMOylation status of the RC could play a role in disassembly.

GEI-17-dependent SUMOylation promotes RC stability and regulates AIR-

2 release from chromosomes

Given that RC disassembly appeared to be a stepwise process, we next set out to determine

how early in anaphase this process was initiated. A recent study reported that following deple-

tion of MEL-28 (a nucleoporin responsible for targeting Protein Phosphatase 1/ PP1 to meiotic

chromosomes), chromosomes separate at the metaphase to anaphase transition but spindles

remain in an “early anaphase” configuration, where chromosomes are unable to move very far

apart [16]. We therefore asked whether the disassembly of RCs was initiated before this stage,

potentially due to their physical release from chromosomes, or after. To test this, we depleted

MEL-28 and then assessed the localization of AIR-2; AIR-2 is a relevant marker since it is the

first known RC component to leave the RCs in anaphase, and since RC disassembly and AIR-2

relocalization are thought to occur concurrently [2, 15]. Following mel-28(RNAi), we found

that AIR-2 was RC-associated in the majority of anaphase spindles (36/46 spindles; 78%) (Fig

2A), demonstrating that its relocalization to the spindle is not always triggered with anaphase

onset. Moreover, SUMO colocalized with AIR-2 in these structures, demonstrating that the

RCs retained multiple components under these conditions (Fig 2B). These findings suggest

that RC disassembly is not automatically triggered when the RCs are removed from chromo-

somes, and instead this process either requires MEL-28/PP1 function or relies on events after

this point in early anaphase.

Notably, while the RCs usually begin to flatten out as they disassemble in mid-anaphase, we

noticed that following mel-28(RNAi) they retained their ring-like shape (Fig 2A and 2B), sug-

gesting that they retained structural integrity despite their removal from chromosomes. Given

our hypothesis that SUMO removal from the RCs promotes RC disassembly and our finding

that SUMO localizes to the mel-28(RNAi) stabilized RCs (Fig 2B), we reasoned that SUMO

may be required for maintaining the integrity of these structures. To test this idea, we took

advantage of an experimental condition we discovered that resulted in spindles with a mixture

of SUMOylated and unSUMOylated RCs. We were able to achieve this using a strain in which

the SUMO E3 ligase GEI-17 is linked to an auxin-inducible degron tag. Long-term depletion

of GEI-17 in this strain (using a 4+ hour auxin incubation) does not affect AIR-2 chromosomal

localization, but completely prevents these AIR-2-marked rings from becoming SUMOylated

[4]. In contrast, we found that shorter auxin treatments resulted in spindles where some of the

AIR-2-marked RCs had substantial SUMO localization while SUMO was undetectable on oth-

ers; the number of SUMOylated RCs covered the whole range of zero to six per spindle (Fig

2C–2E; Supp. Fig 1, 30 minute auxin incubation shown). Therefore, acute gei-17 depletion

results in an “all or none” effect with regard to RC SUMOylation, with some RCs SUMOylated

and others failing to either acquire or maintain SUMO; future experiments will be important

to uncover the principles underlying this interesting switch-like behavior. However, relevant

to the current study, this discovery enabled us to investigate the role of SUMO in anaphase RC

stability, by combining acute GEI-17 depletion with mel-28(RNAi), so that we could compare

the behavior of these SUMOylated and unSUMOylated RCs during the early anaphase arrest

when the RCs are normally stabilized.

SUMO-mediated regulation of anaphase progression in oocytes
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Using this strategy, we found that SUMO has a role in early anaphase RC stabilization.

First, while in prometaphase/metaphase there are both SUMOylated and unSUMOylated RCs,

in anaphase we never observed RCs that did not contain SUMO (Fig 2C and 2D), suggesting

that RCs lacking SUMO do not maintain a ring-like structure once they are released from the

chromosomes. Moreover, while in prometaphase/metaphase there were always six AIR-

2-marked RCs per spindle, with a variable number of these containing SUMO (average = 3.9),

in anaphase the average for both AIR-2-marked structures and SUMO-marked structures was

similar (average of 3.3 for AIR-2 and 3.4 for SUMO; Fig 2E), again suggesting that the RCs

containing SUMO prior to anaphase onset are the only complexes that subsequently maintain

their stability. We obtained similar results when we analyzed GEI-17-depleted spindles in the

absence of mel-28(RNAi) (Supp. Fig 1), demonstrating that the stabilization of SUMO-associ-

ated anaphase RCs was not dependent upon the mel-28(RNAi) early anaphase arrest condition.

During our analysis of GEI-17-depleted oocytes, we also made a surprising observation

concerning AIR-2 release from chromosomes. After acute auxin-induced GEI-17 depletion,

AIR-2 was retained on chromosomes in a significant number of anaphase spindles (12/60),

remaining associated with the inside surfaces of separating chromosomes (a phenomenon

never observed in wild-type anaphase); we also noticed this phenotype following gei-17(RNAi)
(8/13 anaphases, 24 hour feeding RNAi used) (Fig 3A). We went on to test whether other CPC

components also exhibit this retention on chromosomes after GEI-17 depletion, and we found

that CSC-1 also remains chromosome-associated in anaphase, colocalizing with AIR-2 (Fig

3B). This finding is exciting because it suggests a new role for SUMOylation in CPC release

from chromosomes at the metaphase to anaphase transition, and it also illustrates the dynamic

and complex nature of this modification during meiotic progression.

The SUMO protease ULP-1 is required for RC disassembly and anaphase

progression

Given that SUMOylation promotes RC stability, we next set out to identify factors that could

remove this modification from the RCs during anaphase. In C. elegans, there are four SUMO

proteases, ULP-1, 2, 4 and 5 [14], which function to remove SUMO from target proteins [17].

Therefore, we depleted each of these proteins to assess whether any are required for RC

disassembly.

First, we assessed ULP-4, since this protease was shown to regulate AIR-2 behavior in mito-

sis [14]. Interestingly, although ULP-4 localized faintly across the spindle and did not appear

to localize to the RCs in either metaphase or anaphase, we observed some RC assembly defects

upon ULP-4 depletion (S2A and S2B Fig). While AIR-2 and SUMO were targeted to the struc-

tures, they were not properly connected to the chromosomes, often appearing stretched (S2A

Fig, arrow) and sometimes seeming connected to RCs on other chromosomes (S2A Fig,

Fig 2. SUMO associates with stabilized anaphase RCs. (A) mel-28(RNAi) anaphase spindle, stained for DNA (blue), tubulin (green), and AIR-2 (red); AIR-2

remained RC-associated (36/46 anaphases observed) and RCs remained intact. Note that in many of these spindles AIR-2 had reloaded onto segregating chromosomes

(arrowhead), potentially in preparation for later RC assembly in meiosis II. (B) Localization of SUMO (green, column 4), compared to AIR-2 (red), DNA (blue), and

tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5) after mel-28(RNAi). SUMO colocalized with AIR-2 on RCs in 18/18 spindles. (C) Spindles stained for DNA (blue), tubulin (green,

column 1), AIR-2 (green, column 4), and SUMO (red). Top two rows show mel-28(RNAi) in the degron::gei-17 strain without auxin. Six RCs marked by both AIR-2

and SUMO are present in both metaphase and anaphase. The bottom five rows show mel-28(RNAi) in the degron::gei-17 strain after a 30 minute auxin incubation. This

condition produces metaphase spindles with six RCs (shown by AIR-2 staining), of which a varying number are SUMOylated. In anaphase, the stabilized RCs always

contained SUMO. Bar = 2.5μm. (D) Quantification of part C. Percent of total RCs observed in pro/metaphase or anaphase that had either both AIR-2 and SUMO

present, only AIR-2 present, or only SUMO present. (E) Quantification of part C (using the same data set as part D). Number of AIR-2 stained RCs per spindle versus

the number of SUMOylated RCs during pro/metaphase or anaphase. Box represents first quartile, median, and third quartile. Lines extend to data points within 1.5

interquartile range. Note that in D and E we only quantified anaphase spindles where we could distinguish at least one intact AIR-2-marked RC, excluding spindles

that progressed past the mel-28(RNAi) arrest point due to incomplete depletion.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007626.g002
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arrowhead). During anaphase, there were varying phenotypes; some spindles looked normal,

while others had RC disassembly defects (S2A Fig, row 3) or lacked SUMO altogether (S2A

Fig, row 4). These findings implicate ULP-4 deSUMOylation activity in proper RC formation

and could be indicative of a role for this protease in RC disassembly. However, since it is also

possible that the RC disassembly defects could be a downstream consequence of the earlier

metaphase defects, these experiments do not conclusively demonstrate an anaphase role for

ULP-4.

Therefore, we turned our attention to the other proteases. Depletion of ULP-2 or ULP-5

did not have obvious effects on either metaphase RC morphology, AIR-2 anaphase behavior,

or RC disassembly (S2C Fig), so we did not characterize them further. Following long-term

ulp-1(RNAi) (feeding RNAi for 5 days), we found that most spindles lacked SUMO (Fig 4A,

row 3, S3A Fig, row 1), consistent with a general role for ULP-1-family proteases in processing

SUMO into a conjugatable form [17, 18]. However, in some cases we observed persisting AIR-

Fig 3. GEI-17 regulates AIR-2 release from chromosomes. (A) AIR-2 release from chromosomes is GEI-17 dependent. In both the degron::gei-17 strain after a 20

minute auxin incubation and in a control strain (EU1067) after 24 hour gei-17(RNAi), AIR-2 sometimes remained on inner surfaces of segregating chromosomes; this

behavior did not depend on the presence of SUMO on the RC, as some of these spindles had SUMOylated RCs present and some did not. Quantification shown on

right includes 20, 30, and 45-minute auxin time points. (B) CSC-1 release from chromosomes is also GEI-17 dependent. After a 20 minute auxin incubation, CSC-1 is

colocalized with AIR-2 on the inner surfaces of chromosomes. Bar = 2.5μm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007626.g003
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2 and SUMO structures in the center of the spindle in late anaphase (Fig 4A, row 4), suggesting

that in the cases where SUMO achieved RC conjugation, RC disassembly was aberrant.

Since this result potentially implicated ULP-1 in RC disassembly, we went on to partially

deplete ULP-1 using 24–48 hour feeding RNAi, rationalizing that partial ULP-1 function

would promote enough SUMO processing to allow us to more specifically assess a role for

ULP-1 in anaphase (Fig 4A, rows 6–8). As predicted, a majority of spindles under these deple-

tion conditions contained six SUMOylated RCs (Fig 4B), and, consistent with our long-term

depletion results, we observed instances of defective RC disassembly, with persisting structures

in the center of the anaphase spindle containing AIR-2 and SUMO (Fig 4A, row 7). Other RC

proteins such as BUB-1 and UBC-9 (SUMO E2) also localized to these persisting structures

(S4A Fig), supporting the idea that this phenotype represents defective RC disassembly. Addi-

tionally, we also observed a small percentage of severely aberrant structures, in which chromo-

somes had segregated very far without extruding a polar body and SUMO and AIR-2 were

faintly left behind at the center of what had been the spindle (Fig 4A, row 8); we observed this

same “unfinished meiosis” phenotype occasionally in our long-term depletion experiments

(Fig 4A, row 5). These results demonstrate that ULP-1 is required for RC disassembly, AIR-2

relocalization to the microtubules, and completion of the meiotic divisions. Moreover, we

found that ULP-1 constructs of varying lengths can deSUMOylate both AIR-2 and KLP-19 in
vitro (S5 Fig), two proteins previously hypothesized to be SUMOylated during RC assembly

[4]. Although in vivo ULP-1 may have different or additional substrates, this result is consistent

with the hypothesis that ULP-1 promotes RC disassembly by removing SUMO from an RC

component or components.

BUB-1 targets ULP-1 to the RC to promote disassembly

Given our evidence that ULP-1 plays a role in RC disassembly, we next assessed its localization.

We found that ULP-1 localizes to the nuclear envelope in oocytes during diakinesis and then

becomes RC-associated after NEBD (Fig 5A, row 1–3). ULP-1 then leaves the RCs by mid ana-

phase, the stage at which AIR-2 has relocalized to the microtubules and the RCs have flattened

and are disassembling (Fig 5A, row 5–6). ULP-1 has a similar localization pattern during MII,

with additional localization to spindle poles during metaphase II (S3B Fig). These results sug-

gest that ULP-1 is targeted to the RCs, where it could perform deSUMOylation event(s) in

early anaphase to trigger disassembly. Note that we also observed a chromosomal population

of ULP-1 in MI (Fig 5A, rows 2–3), but this staining was not fully removed after 5 day ulp-1
(RNAi) (S3A Fig); this is likely due to incomplete ULP-1 depletion in our RNAi conditions,

but also opens the possibility that this localization is nonspecific. We also found that ULP-1

displayed kinetochore and spindle pole localization in the one-cell stage mitotic embryo (S3C

Fig 4. The SUMO protease ULP-1 is required for RC disassembly. (A) Spindles stained for DNA (blue), tubulin

(green), SUMO (not shown in merge) and AIR-2 (red) following control, 5 day ulp-1(RNAi), or 24–48 hour ulp-1
(RNAi). In 75/75 control pre-anaphase spindles, SUMO and AIR-2 mark 6 RCs (row 1). In 40/44 anaphase spindles,

RC disassembly was normal (row 2). Following 5 day ulp-1(RNAi), SUMO was not observed on the RCs in 65/71 pre-

anaphase spindles (row 3). Of the 10 anaphase spindles that contained SUMO, three of the spindles had RC

disassembly defects (row 4). In addition, we observed three spindles that had a failed meiosis phenotype (row 5).

Following 24–48 hour ulp-1(RNAi), SUMO was observed on all six RCs in 112/142 pre-anaphase spindles (row 6). Of

the 103 anaphase spindles that contained SUMO, 27 of the spindles had RC disassembly defects (row 7). We also

observed six spindles with a failed meiosis phenotype (bottom). Bar = 2.5μm. (B) Stacked bar graph illustrating the

percent of spindles with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 SUMO rings in control spindles versus 5 days, 72, 48, and 24 hours of

feeding RNAi. This analysis illustrates the sharp transition in the number of SUMOylated RCs between 48 and 72 hour

depletion.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007626.g004
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Fig), consistent with the previous demonstration that the SUMO pathway plays important

roles in mitosis [14].

Next, we sought to understand how ULP-1 is targeted to the RCs. In a previous study, we

assessed AIR-2 anaphase behavior in a range of depletion conditions, to characterize the

response of oocytes to errors. Under most of these conditions, AIR-2 relocalization to microtu-

bules was delayed but not prevented [15]. However, in the course of that analysis we found

that depletion of RC component BUB-1 caused a severe defect in AIR-2 relocalization to

microtubules, with persisting AIR-2 structures in the center of the anaphase spindle (Fig 5B),

reminiscent of ULP-1 depletion (Fig 4A, row 7). This suggested that BUB-1 may be more

directly involved in RC disassembly, so we investigated a possible connection between BUB-1

and ULP-1. Notably, these studies revealed that BUB-1 is required for proper ULP-1 localiza-

tion; following bub-1(RNAi), ULP-1 retains its broad chromosomal staining but is no longer

enriched on the RCs (Fig 5C). Under these conditions, SUMO colocalizes with AIR-2 in the

persisting structures at the center of late anaphase spindles during MI (Fig 5D, row 1), and

these RC accumulations are also observed in the vicinity of the spindle if the oocyte is able to

progress to MII (Fig 5D, row 2), similar to what we observed upon ULP-1 depletion (Fig 4A).

These SUMO/AIR-2 structures also contained other RC proteins, such as CSC-1 and UBC-9

(E2) (S4B Fig), suggesting that preventing ULP-1 localization to the RCs prevents SUMO

removal from these structures, consequently inhibiting RC disassembly during anaphase.

During this analysis, we noted that our bub-1(RNAi) conditions resulted in a more severe

phenotype than our ulp-1(RNAi) conditions; we observed persisting AIR-2 structures in 26%

of 24–48 hour ulp-1(RNAi) anaphase spindles (Fig 4A, row 7), compared to 75% of bub-1
(RNAi) anaphase spindles (Fig 5B), and AIR-2 was also completely excluded from microtu-

bules following bub-1(RNAi). We speculate that the ULP-1 partial depletion conditions may

allow for a small amount of active ULP-1 on the RCs. However, this difference could also indi-

cate that BUB-1 might additionally be involved in AIR-2 regulation independent of ULP-1.

Taken together, these results support the hypothesis that ULP-1 is targeted to the RCs by BUB-

1, where it removes SUMO modifications in anaphase, facilitating RC disassembly.

ULP-1 has roles on RCs independent of SUMO maturation and RC

disassembly

The finding that ULP-1 is present on RCs well before they disassemble next led us to explore

the question of how ULP-1 is prevented from triggering RC disassembly prematurely. One

possibility is that ULP-1 is inactive before anaphase and cannot remove SUMO from sub-

strates at this stage. To test this hypothesis, we depleted ULP-1 and measured SUMO fluores-

cence intensity on the RCs prior to anaphase onset; we predicted that if ULP-1 is active then

depletion of the protease would increase the amount of SUMOylation on metaphase RCs,

Fig 5. BUB-1 targets ULP-1 to the RC to promote disassembly. (A) ULP-1 (red) localization from diakinesis

through late anaphase in wild-type oocytes (rows 1–6), compared to AIR-2 (green, column 4), DNA (blue), and

tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5). ULP-1 begins to concentrate on the RCs during spindle formation and then leaves

the RCs in mid anaphase. When RC disassembly is delayed in the him-8(me4) mutant, ULP-1 and AIR-2 remain

associated with the RCs (row 7). (B) Anaphase spindle showing an AIR-2 (red) relocalization defect (quantification on

right) after partial bub-1(RNAi). Quantification of this AIR-2 relocalization defect on right includes both 48 and 72

hour bub-1(RNAi). (C) Collapsed spindle following partial bub-1(RNAi) stained for ULP-1 (red), compared to DNA

(blue), tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5), and AIR-2 (green, column 4). ULP-1 localizes to chromosomes, but is not

RC-associated. (D) Partial bub-1(RNAi) spindles in late anaphase I (row 1) and prometaphase II (row 2) spindles,

stained for SUMO (red), compared to DNA (blue), tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5), and AIR-2 (green, column 4).

Defects in RC disassembly lead to persisting SUMO and AIR-2 structures. Images shown in B, C, and D include

examples of 48 hour and 72 hour RNAi. Bar = 2.5μm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007626.g005
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which would be reflected by increased fluorescence. To ensure that any effects on SUMO levels

were independent of a role for ULP-1 in SUMO maturation, we performed this experiment

utilizing a worm strain expressing GFP::AIR-2 to mark the RCs and mCherry::SUMO(GG), a

form of SUMO that can be conjugated to substrates without processing by ULP-1 [14]. Given

the expression of this conjugatable form of SUMO, ULP-1 depletion should in theory not

affect SUMO availability for RC assembly, enabling us to probe a role for ULP-1 independent

of its SUMO processing activity. After ULP-1 depletion (via 44 hours of feeding RNAi), we

found that although the GFP::AIR-2 intensity did not significantly change (S6 Fig), the

mCherry::SUMO(GG) intensity per RC was increased compared to control RCs (Fig 6A, left).

This result was also clear when we calculated the ratio of mCherry::SUMO(GG) to GFP::AIR-2

signal for each RC, to account for any subtle changes in the structure of particular RCs that

might affect SUMO levels (Fig 6A, right). These results suggest that ULP-1 is active prior to

anaphase and capable of removing SUMO from substrates at that stage. We also tested the

other three ULPs using the same assay and found that SUMO intensity did not significantly

change after ULP-4 and ULP-5 depletion (S7A and S7B Fig). However, ULP-2 depletion

increased SUMO intensity (S7C Fig), suggesting that while this protease does not appear to be

required for overall RC assembly (S2C Fig), it may more subtly regulate aspects of RC organi-

zation or function.

In the course of the above experiments, we also made an unexpected discovery that further

supports a pre-anaphase role for ULP-1. When optimizing the ULP-1 partial RNAi conditions

for this new strain, we noticed that longer depletions began to affect RC assembly despite the

availability of conjugatable SUMO. For example, although all spindles following 48 hour RNAi

contained six GFP-marked AIR-2 rings, nearly half of these spindles (30/62) had RC SUMOy-

lation defects (Fig 6B). Reminiscent of our gei-17 acute depletion results (Fig 2C–2E, S1 Fig),

this appeared to be a switch-like effect, with mCherry::SUMO(GG) localized robustly to some

RCs but undetectable on others (Fig 6B). This result further supports the idea that ULP-1 has a

pre-anaphase role outside of maturing SUMO and suggests that RC-localized ULP-1 may con-

tribute to the recruitment or maintenance of SUMOylated RC proteins.

Interestingly, our results also suggested that 48 hour ULP-1 depletion affects AIR-2 levels,

as RCs lacking SUMO appeared to have less AIR-2 (Fig 6B, arrows). To quantify this effect, we

measured the AIR-2 fluorescence intensity per RC after 48 hour ulp-1(RNAi) and found that

RCs lacking SUMO showed a significant decrease in the amount of AIR-2 fluorescence inten-

sity compared to control spindle RCs (Fig 6C, left). Additionally, the converse was also

observed, with SUMOylated RCs showing an increase in the amount of AIR-2 present (Fig 6B,

right). These data illustrate that despite the fact that AIR-2 initially localizes to RCs before and

independent of SUMO, the progressive recruitment and maintenance of AIR-2 may be depen-

dent on ULP-1 and/or the SUMOylation state of the RC. Taken together these results suggest

that ULP-1 not only plays a role in SUMO maturation, but also has an important role on RCs

prior to anaphase, both in promoting RC assembly and then also acting to maintain proper

RC SUMOylation levels once the complex assembles.

E2/E3 enzymes leave RCs before ULP-1 protease

We next hypothesized that since ULP-1 is active before anaphase and seems to compete for

substrate with the E2/E3 enzymes, then removal of the E2/E3 enzymes in early anaphase could

enable ULP-1 to remove SUMO modifications that trigger RC disassembly. Supporting this

idea, we found that UBC-9 (E2) leaves the RCs before ULP-1 in early anaphase (GEI-17 (E3)

also leaves the RCs during this time (Fig 1C), but we could not directly compare its localization

to ULP-1 for technical reasons). When we co-stained early anaphase spindles with antibodies
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Fig 6. ULP-1 has a role on RCs independent of SUMO maturation and RC disassembly. (A) Box plots showing mCherry::SUMO(GG) intensity (left) or

ratio of mCherry::SUMO(GG) to GFP::AIR-2 intensity (right) per RC during metaphase after control or 44 hour ulp-1(RNAi). Data points in plots

represent individual RCs. Box represents first quartile, median, and third quartile. Lines extend to data points within 1.5 interquartile range. Asterisks
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against ULP-1 and UBC-9, we found spindles distributed equally into two categories: 1) spin-

dles where both UBC-9 and ULP-1 were present on all six RCs or 2) spindles where there was

significantly more ULP-1 than UBC-9; we never observed spindles with only UBC-9 present

(Fig 7A). These results support the view that prior to anaphase, RC SUMOylation is main-

tained by a balance between UBC-9/GEI-17 and ULP-1 activity. Then, removal of UBC-9 and

GEI-17 from the RCs in early anaphase could enable ULP-1 to deSUMOylate RC components

and trigger disassembly.

We further hypothesized that if UBC-9 and GEI-17 were retained on RCs past early ana-

phase, the RCs would maintain their ring-like structures. To test this, we assessed whether

these enzymes are retained when errors are present, since we previously demonstrated that in

response to various meiotic errors and short temperature stresses, the oocyte delays AIR-2

relocalization to the microtubules and RC disassembly through mid to late anaphase [15].

Under these conditions, we found that the persisting RCs were strongly marked by SUMO,

UBC-9, GEI-17 (Fig 7B), and ULP-1 (Fig 5A), the latter three of which are normally absent

from the RCs during this stage (Figs 1C and 5A). This suggests that UBC-9, GEI-17, and ULP-

1 are actively kept on the RCs during an error response to maintain a proper balance between

conjugating and deconjugating activity, thus achieving a SUMOylation state that promotes RC

stability.

Discussion

SUMO-mediated regulation of RC assembly and disassembly

In summary, our findings support a model in which dynamic remodeling of SUMO modifica-

tions drives a series of essential events during the meiotic divisions (Fig 8). First, SUMO is

required for building the RC. SUMOylation events driven by UBC-9 and GEI-17 aid in RC

assembly, enabling the targeting of other components to the structures [4]. Furthermore, we

have demonstrated the importance of SUMO in promoting RC stability during anaphase. In

prometaphase/metaphase, SUMO is not required for components such as those in the CPC to

maintain a ring-like shape, likely since the chromosomes act as scaffolds at this stage. However,

we found that SUMOylation is essential for maintaining the structural integrity of the RCs

after they are released from the chromosomes, suggesting that it could act as a “glue” that pro-

vides structural support to the complex. This stabilization is important because it facilitates

chromosome segregation. During early anaphase, chromosomes move towards spindle poles

through microtubule channels [3, 19]. Our previous work suggested that the RCs act as physi-

cal wedges within these channels, keeping them wide to allow chromosome movements during

Anaphase A and also during an error response [15]; for this function, maintaining the stability

and ring-like structure of the RCs is likely important.

Our findings also demonstrate that RC disassembly in anaphase is an active process in

which proteins are removed in a sequential manner from the RCs; this process is not automati-

cally triggered when RCs are released from chromosomes and instead may rely on MEL-28

and/or PP1 function. Moreover, we have implicated deSUMOylation of RC component(s) as a

major driving force. During prometaphase, ULP-1 is recruited to RCs by BUB-1 where it

represent significant difference (two-tailed t test). Plots illustrate the significant increase in SUMO intensity per RC upon ULP-1 depletion. (B) Control

versus 48 hour ulp-1(RNAi) metaphase chromosomes from ethanol-fixed worms expressing GFP::AIR-2 and mCherry::SUMO(GG). ULP-1 depletion

results in some unSUMOylated rings (asterisks), and these rings appeared to have less AIR-2 (arrows). Percent of spindles with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 mCherry::

SUMO(GG) rings shown in stacked bar graph on the right. Bar = 2.5μm. (C) Box plots showing GFP::AIR-2 intensity per RC in control versus 48 hour ulp-
1(RNAi) spindles. Plot on left illustrates the reduction in AIR-2 intensity on unSUMOylated RCs after ULP-1 depletion as compared to control RCs. Graph

on right illustrates the increase in AIR-2 intensity on the SUMOylated RCs after ULP-1 depletion as compared to control RCs.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007626.g006
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seems to compete with the E2/E3 enzymes for substrate. Then, at anaphase onset, removal of

E2/E3 enzymes could shift this balance and allow ULP-1 to remove SUMO modifications that

initiate the disassembly process. This would allow for AIR-2 relocalization to microtubules

and for the RCs to lose structural integrity, flattening then breaking down, enabling the chan-

nels to close. Importantly, proper regulation and coordination of these events is essential for

meiotic progression; in conditions where ULP-1 is not targeted to the RCs, RC proteins end

up in persisting structures at the center of the spindle during anaphase and prevent the proper

completion of the meiotic divisions.

Interestingly, our studies suggest that the disassembly process is not driven by removing

SUMO entirely from the RC, since 1) the SUMO signal persists longer than ULP-1 and other

RC proteins such as SEP-1 and 2) the flattening RCs still have a SUMO signal. Therefore, we

propose that removal of a small population of SUMO modifications from RC components in

early anaphase helps to disengage specific protein-protein interactions and allows the RC to

disassemble. This could also involve deSUMOylation events that allow for Ubiquitin-mediated

degradation. Since we have shown that AIR-2 and KLP-19 can be substrates of ULP-1 in vitro,

it is possible that deSUMOylation of one of these proteins is the key event required for RC dis-

assembly. However, since the RC is a SUMO-SIM network [4] that has at least 12 known com-

ponents [1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 12, 15] and may therefore contain other SUMOylated proteins, this

process is likely more complex. Future studies building on this work will therefore be impor-

tant to reveal principles underlying the dynamic remodeling of SUMO-SIM networks.

New roles for the SUMO pathway during oocyte meiosis

Our data also demonstrate that SUMO remodeling not only regulates RC assembly and disas-

sembly but could also serve to connect the RCs to the chromosomes and regulate their release

in anaphase. First, we found that depletion of the SUMO protease ULP-4 led to defective RC

morphology; although ring structures still formed, they often appeared to stretch off the chro-

mosomes and link together. This result suggests that ULP-4 is required to create a stable con-

nection between the RCs and the chromosomes. Since ULP-4 depletion did not affect the

SUMOylation level of the RCs and the protease did not appear to localize to the RC, we think

that it is somewhat unlikely that ULP-4 performs this function by regulating modifications on

the RCs themselves. Alternatively, we hypothesize that because ULP-4 depletion affected the

level of AIR-2 on the bivalents (S7A Fig), its deSUMOylation activity instead promotes some

other fundamental aspect of RC assembly. Notably, we also observed anaphase RC defects fol-

lowing ULP-4 depletion, raising the possibility that this protease is involved in RC disassembly

alongside ULP-1. However, the metaphase RC defects that we observed made it impossible to

convincingly assign an anaphase-specific role for ULP-4; future studies will therefore be

important to better understand ULP-4’s precise contributions to oocyte meiosis.

Dynamic SUMO regulation also appears to be important for RC release from chromo-

somes. After GEI-17 depletion, we frequently observed that CPC components remained

attached to chromosomes during anaphase, suggesting that release of the CPC from chromo-

somes is dependent on GEI-17-mediated SUMOylation. But given that AIR-2 normally loads

onto chromosomes in the absence of SUMO and GEI-17, these data suggest that the

Fig 7. SUMO E2 UBC-9 leaves RCs before ULP-1 protease to trigger RC disassembly. (A) Comparison of SUMO E2 UBC-9 (red) to the SUMO protease ULP-

1 (green in column 4), with DNA (blue) and tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5). In 50% of early anaphase spindles, UBC-9 and ULP-1 are localized to the RCs (row

1), but in the other 50%, UBC-9 is either not present or less present that ULP-1 (row 2), suggesting that conjugating enzymes leave the RCs first. As anaphase

progresses, both proteins are absent from the RCs (row 3). Quantifications shown on right. (B) When RC disassembly is delayed (shown is a 30˚C incubation that

induces an error response), SUMO, UBC-9, and GEI-17 remain RC associated. Anaphase spindles stained with SUMO (red, top row), UBC-9 (red, second row),

or GEI-17 (red, third row) and AIR-2 (green, column 4), DNA (blue), and tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5). Bar = 2.5μm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007626.g007
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SUMOylation state of the RC is remodeled during metaphase to allow for CPC release. This

could be a direct modification to the CPC just before anaphase to allow it to release from his-

tone binding, but given that SUMO does not spread to the microtubules at the same time as

the CPC, in this scenario the modification would have to be quickly removed before microtu-

bule binding in early anaphase. This idea is reminiscent of prior work demonstrating that one

component of the CPC, Survivin, is ubiquitinated and deubiquitinated to promote centromere

binding and release during mitosis in HeLa cells [20]. Regardless of the specific modification

regulating CPC release, our results are exciting because they suggest that even after RC assem-

bly, the SUMOylation state of the RCs continues to be modified prior to anaphase onset in

order to facilitate subsequent meiotic events.

This idea that SUMO modifications are being dynamically remodeled throughout prometa-

phase and metaphase is also supported by our analysis of SUMO proteases. Depletion of either

ULP-1 or ULP-2 increases the fluorescence intensity of SUMO on the RCs, implicating these

proteases in the cleavage of SUMO from RC substrates. Moreover, ULP-1 depletion can also

affect RC formation, independent of its role in maturing SUMO, demonstrating that SUMO

remodeling is also likely occurring during RC assembly. These data provide further evidence

that many enzymes are involved in the tight regulation of the SUMOylation states of RC

proteins.

Dynamic SUMO remodeling during cell division: An emerging view

In recent years, it has become apparent that SUMO plays an important role in the regulation

of meiotic and mitotic progression, as many SUMOylated cell division proteins have been

identified, SUMO localizes to the spindle in many organisms, and disruption in global

SUMOylation and/or specific SUMOylated substrates generally results in severe spindle and/

or chromosome segregation defects [21–29]. Given its reversible nature, SUMOylation is now

appreciated as a useful post-translational modification for regulating protein localization and

function during dynamic cellular processes such as cell division. Our study reinforces and

expands upon this view, demonstrating a new role for SUMO in regulating anaphase progres-

sion in C. elegans oocytes by mediating the assembly and disassembly of an important protein

complex. Moreover, our work reveals novel insight into the complexity of how SUMO/SIM

networks can be regulated and remodeled, by targeting both SUMO E2/E3 enzymes and

SUMO proteases to the protein complex to achieve fine-tuning and rapid changes in protein

interactions.

In addition to further examining how competition between conjugating and deconjugating

enzymes regulates the overall SUMOylation state of the RC, it will be interesting to investigate

how these enzymes achieve substrate specificity. Since the RC appears to be built in discrete

layers [2], one possibility is that access to substrates plays a key role in regulating substrate

specificity. Additionally, phosphorylation states likely have a role in influencing protein tar-

gets, with the modification occurring on the enzyme itself and/or on the substrate RC proteins.

Fig 8. Model for SUMO-mediated anaphase regulation. (A) Model depicting DNA (blue), microtubules (green), the fully-assembled RCs with AIR-2 (orange),

AIR-2 (yellow), and the disassembling RCs without AIR-2 (red). In normal oocyte meiosis (left column), the RCs are SUMOylated and the SUMO protease ULP-1

is targeted to the RCs by BUB-1. During anaphase, SUMO E2/E3 enzymes leave the RCs, allowing ULP-1 to remove SUMO modifications that trigger RC

disassembly. When this happens, AIR-2 leaves the RCs and relocalizes to the microtubules and the RCs break down. Under experimental conditions in which

ULP-1 cannot localize to the RC, such as ULP-1 or BUB-1 depletion (middle column), the RCs remain in a SUMOylated state that prevents RC disassembly and

AIR-2 relocalization and impedes completion of the meiotic divisions. In an error-response (right column), the oocyte retains the E2/E3 enzymes to delay RC

disassembly and AIR-2 relocalization. Eventually though, RC disassembly proceeds and cytokinesis occurs. (B) ULP-1 (SUMO protease, magenta), UBC-9 (SUMO

E2, blue), and GEI-17 (SUMO E3, blue) are on the RCs in metaphase where they compete for substrate. During early anaphase UBC-9 (E2) and GEI-17 (E3) leave

the structures and ULP-1 deSUMOylation activity promotes RC disassembly. By mid anaphase, the RCs are breaking down (not shown in cartoon) and ULP-1 is

absent from the complexes.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007626.g008
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Supporting this idea, 1) there are kinases in the RC (AIR-2, BUB-1) and 2) the phosphorylation

state of many cell division proteins changes during the transition from metaphase to anaphase.

Finally, many SUMO proteases have preferences for either mono-SUMOylation or various

SUMO chain lengths, and this preference could act as another mode of regulation. In the

future, it will be important to understand how SUMO E2/E3 enzymes and proteases act on

specific substrates in order to facilitate changes in protein-protein interactions. Our study

establishes the RC as an ideal model for addressing these questions, as it represents a protein

complex whose progressive remodeling is regulated by a balance of SUMOylation and deSU-

MOylation activity. Future studies expanding upon this work will therefore not only uncover

mechanisms acting to ensure the faithful segregation of chromosomes during oocyte meiosis

but will also shed light on principles underlying the regulation of SUMO during dynamic cel-

lular processes.

Materials and methods

Strains

Throughout this manuscript, “wild-type” refers to EU1067 worms. “Control” refers to the

RNAi vector control in the corresponding worm strain. All strains used in this study are listed

below.

EU1067: unc-119(ed3) ruIs32[unc-119(+) pie-1promoter::GFP::H2B] III; ruIs57[unc-119(+) pie-
1promoter::GFP::tubulin]

FGP29: gei-17(fgp1[GFP::FLAG::degron::loxP::gei17]) I; ieSi38[sun-1promoter::TIR1::mRuby::

sun-1 3’UTR + Cbr-unc-119(+)] IV
SMW6: unc-119(ed3) ruIs32 [unc-119(+) pie-1promoter::GFP::H2B] III; ruIs57[unc-119(+) pie-

1 promoter::GFP::tubulin]; him-8(me4) IV
SMW23: fgpls [(pFGP79) pie-1promoter::mCherry::smo-1(GG)+ unc-119(+)]; ojIs50 [pie-1 promoter::

GFP::air-2 + unc-119(+)]

RNAi

Feeding RNAi was performed as previously described [3, 15, 30, 31]. Briefly, individual RNAi

clones were picked from a feeding library [32, 33] and grown overnight at 37˚C in LB with

100μg/ml ampicillin. Overnight cultures were spun down, plated on NGM (nematode growth

media) plates containing 100μg/ml ampicillin and 1mM IPTG, and dried overnight. Worms

were synchronized by bleaching gravid adults and hatching isolated eggs overnight without

food. For long-term RNAi (ulp-1, ulp-2, ulp-4, ulp-5, and mel-28), synchronized L1s were

plated on RNAi plates and grown to adulthood at 15˚ for 5 days. When these RNAi conditions

prevented proper germline formation or global SUMOylation, shorter-term RNAi was per-

formed (bub-1, ulp-1, and gei-17). For these depletions, worms were grown on regular NGM/

OP50 plates and then transferred to the RNAi plate 24–72 hours before preparing for immu-

nofluorescence (specific timepoints shown in figures and/or figure legends). Due to the inher-

ent variability in the partial RNAi experiments, for gei-17, bub-1, and ulp-1 (RNAi) we have

pooled multiple independent experiments (and have performed multiple time points of feed-

ing RNAi for bub-1 and ulp-1) so that quantifications shown in the figures accurately represent

of all levels of depletion and degrees of phenotypic severity we observed. Note that strains can

also differ in their RNAi efficiency, with strains carrying the GFP::histone transgene (present

in EU1067) being particularly RNAi-sensitive [34], so we optimized RNAi conditions for each

strain independently and only pooled data obtained using the same strain. We also assessed

the level of depletion for different timepoints of RNAi for GEI-17 and BUB-1 by Western blot

(S8 Fig). We were unable to obtain a working antibody for ULP-1 Western blots.
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Immunofluorescence and antibodies

Immunofluorescence was performed as previously described [35]. Briefly, worms were picked

into a drop of M9 buffer on poly-L-lysine slides and then cut to release oocytes. Slides were fro-

zen in liquid nitrogen for 5–10 minutes, and then the coverslip was quickly removed. Embryos

were fixed for 40–45 minutes in -20˚C methanol, rehydrated in PBS, and blocked in AbDil

(PBS plus 4% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.02% Sodium azide). Primary antibodies were diluted

in AbDil and incubated overnight at 4˚C or at room temperature for 2 hours. Secondary anti-

bodies were diluted in AbDil and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. Hoechst 33342

(Invitrogen) was diluted 1:1000 in PBST (PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100) and incubated for 10–15

minutes at room temperature. Slides were washed with PBST between antibody incubations

and mounted in 0.5% p-phenylenediamine in 90% glycerol, 20mM Tris, pH 8.8.

The following antibodies were used for immunofluorescence: rabbit anti-AIR-2 (1:1000;

gift from Jill Schumacher), rat anti-AIR-2 (1:1000) [15], rabbit anti-SEP-1 (1:350; gift from

Andy Golden), mouse anti-α-tubulin-FITC (1:500; Sigma), mouse anti-SUMO (1:500), rabbit

anti-ULP-1 (1:350), rabbit anti-ULP-4 (1:300 (S2B Fig row 2,3) or 1:1500 (S2B Fig row 1)),

sheep anti-UBC-9 (1:800), and rabbit anti-GEI-17 (1:600) (SUMO, ULP-1, ULP-4, UBC-9,

and GEI-17 antibodies were gifts from Ronald Hay). Alexa-fluor conjugated secondary anti-

bodies (Invitrogen) were used at 1:500. CSC-1 and BUB-1 antibodies were generated by Cov-

ance in rabbits using recombinant GST-BUB-1 (amino acids 287–661) and GST-CSC-1 (full

length) proteins (purification described in the next section). Serum was then affinity purified

and antibodies were used at 1:1500 (BUB-1) and 1:1000 (CSC-1).

Protein purification

His-tagged SMO-1, UBC-9, and GEI-17 were purified using previously published methods

[36] except that after Ni resin purification the proteins were loaded onto a size-exclusion col-

umn (AKTA prime plus, HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200pg), and the protein was collected and

concentrated. ULP-1 catalytic domain (“ULP-1 CD”, amino acids 470–697) and a longer frag-

ment of ULP-1 (amino acids 284–697) were made by cloning the corresponding nucleotide

sequence into a 6X his-tagged modified pET vector, transforming into BL21 DE3 cells, and

growing at 20˚C overnight after inducing with 0.5mM IPTG. The two proteins were purified

following previously published methods for the ULP-4 catalytic domain [36]. We also

attempted to generate full-length ULP-1 but had difficulties with low expression levels and

severe degradation.

GST-AIR-2, GST-KLP-19 (amino acids 371–1084), GST-BUB-1 (amino acids 287–661),

GST-CSC-1, and GST were made using the pGEX-6P-1 vector, and by transforming into BL21

DE3 pLysS Escherichia coli cells. Cultures were induced with 0.2mM IPTG and grown over-

night at 20˚C. After harvesting, cells were resuspended in a buffer containing protease inhibi-

tors and 1X PBS, 10mM EGTA, 10mM EDTA, 1mM PMSF, 0.1% Tween, and 250mM NaCl,

lysed by sonication, centrifuged for 40 minutes at 11,000K, and the supernatant was rotated

with GST resin for 1.5–2 hours. The proteins were purified using a batch method, by rotating

for 10 minutes with the appropriate buffer and spinning resin down at 2100rpm. Resin was

washed 3X using a buffer containing 1X PBS, 250mM NaCl, 1mM DTT, 1mM PMSF, and

0.1% Tween. Protein was eluted using a buffer containing 50mM Tris pH 8.1, 10mM reduced

glutathione, and 75mM KCl and concentrated.

SUMOylation assays

SUMOylation reactions were performed using 2mM ATP, 5μg his-SMO-1, 200nM his-UBC-9,

12.5 or 50nM his-GEI-17, and 100ng of SAE1/SAE2 (Boston Biochem). 1μg of substrate
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protein (GST, GST-AIR-2, or GST-KLP-19) was used for each reaction. The reactions were

performed in 50mM TrisHCl pH7.5 containing 5mM DTT, 5mM MgCl2, and incubated for 4

hours at 37˚C. Immediately following this reaction, an aliquot was removed for a gel sample,

and then the deSUMOylation assays were performed by adding 1μM his-ULP-1 CD or his-

ULP-1(amino acids 284–697) directly to the SUMOylation reaction tube and incubating at

37˚C for an additional hour. The following antibody concentrations were used for Western

blotting: mouse anti-SUMO (1:10,000; gift from Ronald Hay), rat anti-AIR-2 (1:5000), and

rabbit anti-GST (1:200; Santa Cruz). Rabbit KLP-19 antibody was generated by Covance using

GST-KLP-19 stalk (amino acids 371–1084), and then affinity purified and used at 1:5000.

SUMO intensity experiments

SMW23 worms were grown at 15˚C for optimal RNAi efficiency but transferred to 25˚C 16

hours prior to the experiment for optimal mCherry::SUMO(GG) expression. Worms were

picked into a 7μl drop of 15˚C M9 on a slide, and then the M9 was wicked away. A 10μl drop

of 100% ethanol was placed on the worms, the drop was evaporated, and this was repeated

twice. The slide was mounted using a solution of 50% diluted Hoechst (1:1000 in M9) and 50%

mounting media (0.5% p-phenylenediamine in 90% glycerol, 20mM Tris, pH 8.8). Slides were

imaged within 48 hours of preparation. Every repetition had its own control performed and

imaged at the same time.

Images were deconvolved, and a sum projection was made from 11 slices encompassing an

entire ring structure. One to three ring structures (from different sum projections) were ana-

lyzed per image, with the limitation being that a single ring had to be separable from other

rings. A 22x20 pixel box was drawn around an area encompassing the RC, and the mCherry::

SUMO(GG) and GFP::AIR-2 intensity of that area was recorded. The final SUMO and AIR-2

intensity values were then calculated by subtracting a 22x20 square of background SUMO or

AIR-2 intensity from the ring SUMO or AIR-2 intensity.

RC disassembly delay / temperature stress experiments

Worms were picked into a drop of 30˚C M9, incubated for 5 minutes at 30˚C, and prepared

for immunofluorescence as described above.

GEI-17 auxin-inducible degron experiments

Auxin was diluted in M9 to 1mM from a 400mM stock solution on the day of the experiment.

Worms were picked into a drop of 1mM auxin (or M9 for control experiments) and incubated

in a humidity chamber at 15˚C for 20, 30, or 45 minutes. Worms were then cut and prepared

for immunofluorescence as described above.

Microscopy

All imaging was performed on a DeltaVision Core deconvolution microscope with a 100X

objective (NA = 1.4) (Applied Precision). This microscope is housed in the Northwestern Bio-

logical Imaging Facility supported by the NU Office for Research. Images were obtained at

0.2μm z-steps and deconvolved (ratio method, 15 cycles) using SoftWoRx (Applied Precision).

All images in this study were displayed as full maximum intensity projections of data stacks

encompassing the entire spindle structure unless otherwise noted. Although sometimes the

displayed maximum projection image does not accurately show the number of RCs/chromo-

somes present since structures from different z-stacks can appear to merge, for our RC quanti-

fications we analyzed the entire z-stack, examining SUMO and AIR-2 staining separately (in
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grayscale) and also together (as a merge) in order to accurately count and make claims about

these structures. Entire stacks for two example images are shown in S1 and S2 Movies, to illus-

trate this quantification method.

Statistical methods

For SUMO and AIR-2 fluorescence intensity experiments in Fig 6 and S6 and S7 Fig, all data

points for a given condition were compared with the control data points using a two-tailed t

test. Data distribution was assumed to be normal, but this was not formally tested.

Worm lysate western blots

90 adult worms were picked onto empty plates, washed, and spun down in cold M9 twice. The

M9 was reduced to approximately 20μl, then 20μl of 2x SDS sample buffer was added to the

worms, and the sample was boiled for 10 minutes. The 40μl sample was run in a single lane.

Westerns were probed with either rabbit anti-GEI-17 (1:5000), rabbit anti-BUB-1 (1:10000),

or mouse anti-tubulin (1:5000) as the loading control.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. RCs lacking SUMO do not persist in anaphase. (A) Spindles stained for DNA (blue),

tubulin (green, column 1 and 5), AIR-2 (red), and SUMO (green, column 4). Degron::gei-17
strain after a 30 minute auxin incubation produces metaphase spindles in which unSUMOy-

lated RCs (marked by AIR-2) and SUMOylated RCs (marked by AIR-2 and SUMO) are both

present. In anaphase, only RCs containing SUMO retain their ring-like structure. Bar = 2.5μm.

(B) Quantification of part A. Percent of total RCs observed in anaphase that had both AIR-2

and SUMO present, only AIR-2 present, or only SUMO present. (C) Using the same data set

as part B, another quantification of part A. Number of RCs per spindle marked with either

AIR-2 or SUMO during pro/metaphase versus anaphase. Box represents first quartile, median,

and third quartile. Lines extend to data points within 1.5 interquartile range.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Characterization of the SUMO proteases ULP-2, ULP-4, and ULP-5. (A) Examples

of forming, metaphase, and anaphase spindles after ulp-4(RNAi). Spindles stained for DNA

(blue), tubulin (green, column 1), SUMO (green, column 4) and AIR-2 (red). ULP-4 depletion

causes RC defects during prometaphase, with these structures appearing stretched away from

the chromosomes (arrow) or merging together (arrowhead), and some anaphase defects, rang-

ing from persisting SUMO/AIR-2 structures, to spindles lacking RC-associated SUMO. (B)

Spindles stained for DNA (blue), tubulin (green), and ULP-4 (red). ULP-4 appears diffuse

across the spindle, sometimes colocalized with microtubules or appearing kinetochore-like.

Row 2 is a projection of 3 z-slices. (C) ulp-2(RNAi) and ulp-5(RNAi) do not have observable

RC or spindle defects during metaphase or anaphase. Bar = 2.5μm.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. ULP-1 antibody specificity and ULP-1 Meiosis II and Mitosis localization. (A) Spin-

dles stained for ULP-1 (red), SUMO (green, column 4), DNA (blue), tubulin (green, columns

1 and 5) after 5 day (long-term) ulp-1(RNAi). Long-term ulp-1(RNAi) usually prevents

SUMOylation of the RCs (top), but in the rare case that the RCs are SUMOylated and formed

(bottom), the ULP-1 antibody does not recognize the RCs, confirming the specificity of its

localization. (B) ULP-1 localizes to the RCs and the spindle poles during metaphase II. The

chromosomal localization of ULP-1 observed during meiosis I is not present. Bar = 2.5μm. (C)

Mitotic spindles stained for ULP-1 (red), DNA (blue), and tubulin (green). ULP-1 localizes to
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metaphase chromosomes/kinetochores and spindle poles and this localization decreases in

anaphase. Bar = 5μm.

(TIF)

S4 Fig. Other RC components localize to the persisting SUMO and AIR-2 structures. (A)

Spindles stained for UBC-9 (red, top row) or BUB-1 (red, bottom row), SUMO (green, column

4), DNA (blue), tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5) after 48 hour ulp-1(RNAi). Quantification of

colocalization with persisting SUMO structures shown on right. (B) Spindles stained for UBC-

9 (red, top row) or CSC-1 (red, bottom row), SUMO (green, column 4), DNA (blue), tubulin

(green, columns 1 and 5) after 72 hour bub-1(RNAi). Quantification of colocalization with

SUMO persisting structures shown on right. Bar = 2.5μm.

(TIF)

S5 Fig. ULP-1 can deSUMOylate RC components AIR-2 and KLP-19 in vitro. (A)

GST-KLP-19 and GST-AIR-2 can be SUMOylated in vitro, and the SUMO modifications are

removed when ULP-1 catalytic domain (CD) or ULP-1 (amino acids 284–697) is added after

the completed SUMOylation reaction. Western blots using anti-KLP-19 and anti-AIR-2 anti-

bodies. ULP-1 protein sequence schematic shown on right. (B) Western blots using anti-

SUMO antibody. GST-KLP-19 (top) and GST-AIR-2 (bottom) SUMOylation and deSUMOy-

lation reactions from Part A. SUMO signal is absent after incubation with ULP-1 CD and

ULP-1 (amino acids 284–697). (C) Western blot using anti-GST antibody shows that GST is

not SUMOylated after SUMOylation and deSUMOylation reactions.

(TIF)

S6 Fig. Analysis of AIR-2 intensity on RCs upon 44 hour ulp-1(RNAi). Box plot showing

GFP::AIR-2 intensity per RC during metaphase after vector control or 44 hour ulp-1(RNAi);
data points represent individual RCs. Box represents first quartile, median, and third quartile.

Lines extend to data points within 1.5 interquartile range. n.s. = not significant (two-tailed t

test). Plot illustrates no significant difference in AIR-2 intensity on RCs after 44 hour ulp-1
(RNAi) as compared to control RCs.

(TIF)

S7 Fig. AIR-2 and SUMO intensity on RCs following ULP depletions. (A-C) Box plots

showing GFP::AIR-2 intensity per RC (left) or mCherry::SUMO(GG) intensity per RC (right)

during metaphase after vector control or long-term (5 day) ULP depletions; data points repre-

sent individual RCs. Box represents first quartile, median, and third quartile. Lines extend to

data points within 1.5 interquartile range. Asterisks represent significant difference, n.s. = not

significant (two-tailed t test). (A) ulp-4(RNAi) results in increased AIR-2 intensity while

SUMO intensity is similar to the control. (B) ulp-5(RNAi) also results in increased AIR-2

intensity, while SUMO did not significantly change. (C) ulp-2(RNAi) results in increased

SUMO intensity on RCs while AIR-2 intensity is similar to control RCs.

(TIF)

S8 Fig. Western blots for GEI-17 and BUB-1 depletion. (A) Western blot showing the reduc-

tion in GEI-17 after vector control, 24 hour gei-17(RNAi), or 5 day gei-17(RNAi). (B) Western

blot showing the reduction in BUB-1 after vector control, 72 hour bub-1(RNAi), or 5 day bub-
1(RNAi). Tubulin is shown as the loading control.

(TIF)

S1 Movie. Movie steps through individual z-slices of S1A Fig, row 1 as an example of how

AIR-2 and SUMO rings are counted. Degron::gei-17 strain after 30 minute incubation with

auxin produces metaphase spindles in which both unSUMOylated and SUMOylated RCs form
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(as marked by AIR-2 and SUMO); when stepping through the z-slices in this example, it is

apparent that there are 6 AIR-2 rings but only 3 of these have SUMO. Spindles stained for

DNA (blue), AIR-2 (green), and SUMO (red). For the quantification reported, individual

channels were also examined in grayscale. Scale bar = 2.5μm.

(MOV)

S2 Movie. Movie steps through individual z-slices of Fig 2C, row 7 as an example of how

AIR-2 and SUMO rings in anaphase are counted. Degron::gei-17 strain after 30 minute incu-

bation with auxin and mel-28(RNAi) produces spindles in which only the SUMOylated rings

remain stabilized during anaphase; when stepping through the z-slices in this example, it is

apparent that there are 5 rings, marked by both AIR-2 and SUMO. Spindles stained for DNA

(blue), AIR-2 (green), and SUMO (red). For the quantification reported individual channels

were also examined in grayscale. Scale bar = 2.5μm.

(MOV)
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